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Introduction
Mechanical efficiency is an important index of gearing,

especially for epicyclic gearing. Because of its compact size,
light weight, the capability of a high speed ratio, and the
ability to provide differential action, epicyclic gearing is very
versatile, and its use is increasing. However, attention should
be paid to effieiency not only to save energy, but sometimes
also to make the transmission run smoothly or to avoid a
sel:f-locking condition. For example, a Continuously Variable
Transmission (CVT) is attractive for motor vehicles (and
especially for flywheel or other energy storage hybrid
vehicles), but most types of CVT have poor efficiency, and
the energy loss of a vehicular CVT can be comparable to the
road load energy. (1) The split-path or bifurcated power
transmission is One promising type of CVT, consisting in
some cases of diffe.Jlential gearing and a traction drive used
to change the speed ratio continuously (Fig.. 1). It is con-
venient to caU the latter a Continuously Variable Unit (CVU)
to differentiate it from the overall CVT system. Traction drive
systems have a significant loss through slip and creep:
therefore, it is important to reduce the amount of power flow-
ing through the CVUas much as possible; and many studies
concerning this problem have been done.l2-6) In most of
them, however, the efficiency of the differential has net been
taken into account, consequently the calculated overall effi-
ciencies will not match those of a real system, and in some
cases may be quite different. It is not practical to use an
average value of efficiency either, because unlike conventional
gearing, the effidency of differential gearing is very sensitive
to changes in speed ratio.

A common method for calculating the efficiency of
epicyclic gearing is the so-called "latent power" or "gearing
power" method. Although the name of the method and the
procedure ·0£ deriving the formulas are somewhat different
in. some articles, the derived formulas are similar. (7-11) In
most articles, however, emphasis has not been given to the
differential,. which has more than one degree of freedom, but
instead given to. planetary gearing that has only one degree
of freedom and is simpler to analyze. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to develop an explicit and general method for calculating
theeHidency of differential gearing.
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General Considerations and Definitions
It is necessary and important. to provide some precise and

accurate definitions, otherwise confusion and mistakes are
liable to occur.

fundamental Diff:erenHal. A fundamental differential has
three basic members that can input or output power, in-
cluding the carrier (Fig..2). Without a carrier, there is no dif-
ferentia], so the carrier is an important member and is sym-
bolizedas H. Strictly speaking, a fundamental differential has
two degrees of freedom, i.e., two constraints must be given,
otherwise the relationships among the three members are in-
dependent. For example, if two or the three members are
given as inputs, then the other can be determined as the out-
put. It is also possible to. have one input and two outputs,
and knowing any two values makes it possible to calculate
the third. The fundamental differential is the most common
one, and types with more than two degrees of freedom are
seldom used; thus, in this article the study is restricted to the
fundamental differential.

Speed Ratio. The angular speed ratio is defined as

or

If rab > 0, then a and b have the same direction of rota-
tion, and if rab < 0, then opposite directions. "Same direc-
tion" means both have positive (or both negative) rotation,
where positive has in each case an arbitrarily defined sense.
If ITabl > 1, then from a to b is a reductio.n,and if Ir~bl <
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fig. 1- Schematic diagram of a split-path ccntinuously-varlable transmis-
sion (C\IT)

b

fig . .2- Schematic diagram 0.£ a fundamental gear differential
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than. is usually done. The basic ratio of a differential should
express the specific features of the differential gearing and
be convenient for use.

There is only one speed ratio that can not amy be related
to the size, but also provide the basic characteristics of a dif-
ferential gearing. It is to be named the basic speed ratio Ro'

Rp =r~h

(Note, however, that the reciprocal ~a could be used as
alternative if so desired.)

The relative speed ratio of a and b to H is based on con-
sidering H as relatively fixed..It, therefore, can be determined
in the same manner as that of a conventional gear train, and
the relationships of teeth or diameters can be used.

The basic speed ratio can be calculated as

Fig. 3 - Three examples of the 2K - H( -) type of differential

Fig. 4! - Three examples of the 2K - H( +) type of differential

1, then from a to b is a speed-up or "overdrive". We define
a high-speed ratio as occurring when either the absolute value
of a.reduction speed ratio is very large or the absolute value
of an overdrive speed ratio is very small. For example, both
Ir"bl = IN,/Nbl = 1000 and Irbal = INblNQI = 111000 are
considered as high speed ratios, and the lowest possible speed
ratio is therefore Ir] = 1. ..

If the speed ratio is relative to a third member, the relative
speed ratio should be used, and a superscript should be added
to the symbol with two subscripts. For example, the relative
speed ratio of a and b to H is defined as,

(La)

In the same way,

(Ib)

(Ic)

Thus we can get,
Nq-Nh Na-Nb~~~ + ~l
Nb-Nh Nh-Nb

I

(231)

(2b)

r*. +r~b (2c)
Expressions (2) are the fundamental kinematic relations of

a differential. from which other more complex formulas can
be derived.

Basic Speed Ratio. In manyartlcles.P: 5, 6, 10) the term
"basic ratio of a differential" has been used, but for the pur-
pose of this article, we will define the term more specifically

'J 0 Gear Technol'ogy

where:

R -rh =t }\P Zv,Zb' ....
Q - .b - - f -z-~-,-z-· -, --

Q cJ • '. , •

(3)

numbers of teeth of the driving gears
from a to b,
numbers of teeth of the driven gears
from a to h.

p = number of pairs of external gearing from
a to b.

Bask Types of Epicyclic Gearing. A central gear K is de-
fined as one whose axis continuously coincides with the com-
mon central axis of the differential.

There are two main types of epicyclic differential: 2K-
H(-) as shown in Fig..3, and 2K - H( +) as shown in Fig.
4. 2K means two central gears, and the single H means one
carrier with planet gears. The '+' denotes Ro > 0, and '-'
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Fig. 5 -The KHV type of differerltial 1i18.6-Chang in power flow directions that may occur wh n speed ratios are varied (wilh in~ndent
connections for the three differentIal elements)

means Ro < O. As shown in Fig. S. a [,elaHvely new type of
differentia] is theKHV, c,onsisting of only one central gear,
one' camel'. and an equal angular velocity mechanism V,
where V has, the same angular velocity as the planet gear g.
~t is oompact in structure, light in weight, and with optimum
design 'techniques, can often provide a higher efficiency.(12l
[t is, 'thereJol'e, a. very PJ10mising type of gearing for some
applications. Since thel'e is only one pair ,of internal gears,
the basic ratio Ro is positive. Some characteristics of the
KHV typear,e similar to those of a 2K - H( +) type. Since
the three basic membersofa KHV are b, H, and g (or V),
aU. the previous and following 'equations are valid for it If
g is substituted for a.

Efficiency. Power equals the product ,of torque and angular
velocity. or the product of Iorce and linear velocity.

We deflne input power Pin as pos:itive,.and both t.he out-
put power Pout and the frictional. power Pf as negative.

Conventionally, ,efficiency is a positive value, therefore,
sometimes a minus sign or absolute value, symbol must be
used in the efficiency formulas, such as:

and

(4b)

Power Lost in. Friction
If power's lost in friction,. simply called frictional power,

can be evaluated, it is easy to calculate the efficiency. The
principle adopted here is the concept of relative motion, the
same method as used for dealing with the kinematic
relationships.

Frictional power isa .function of ItoUlueand relative angular
velocity. Let us observe two systems. a dlfferential and a dif~
ferential with its earsier H assumed relatively fixed. The
angular velocities of the latter sys~em are Na-Nh• Nf,-
Nil, Ng-Nh• Nil-Nfl .... But the relative angular velodty
of any two members, for example of " and 8 (Nil - Nil) -
(N, - N,,), Na - Ng• is the same as, that in the former
system, so it is apparent that the two 'System provide the
same relativeangular velocities between each pair of meshed

gears. Because torque is independent of motion, the torque
of 'each element is not affected by whether or not H is rela-
tiveJy fixed. ConsequenUy,a. useful conclusion can be drawn:
the frictional power Pi of a dlfferential can be calculated in
all cases byassuming the carrier H to be relatively fixed.

It is ,convenient to use the concept of latent power. With
H relatively fixed, we define

~= Ta(N. -Nh) (5)
and

p;,=Tb(Nb-Nh) (6)
There exist two possibilities. The first is that ,~is the driving
member (input) and b is the driven member (output)1 when
His relativeJy fixed. i.e.. pZ> 0 and pg < 0; where P; and

11 Ginger COurl,. lEast Amherst"
New Yonk. 14051 • (716) 68&6982

Exclusive U.S.A distributo.r ,for the' Okamo,to
SHG~360.400, 600 G&aF Grinders
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tions.
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11 symbolize the powers of a and b when H is assumed to
be relatively fixed, Strictly speaking, they are not real powers.
but since they have the same dimensions as power it is con-
venient to refer to them as latent powers. Applying equa-
tion (4) to the case of H relatively fixed.

h . IPfl (7)
lIoh=l- ~

a

or
h _ I

'lab- I+PfIPZ

The choice between equations (7) and (8) depends on whether
pi,; or n is available. Then.

IPf 1= (J -11:0)P.; '" (1- 1/~b) Ta (N. -Nh)

(S)

(9)

or
IPfl == (l -7J~b) Pilll~b = (I - 1/~b) To (No -Nh) 11/~b (10)

where the superscript h means that His relatively fixed. and
the subscriptab denotes the power flow is from a to b.

The relationship between torques can be obtained as
follows:

(ll)
so - 1/Zb(Na -Nh)

Nb-Nh (12)

The second possibility is that b is input and a is output
when H is assumed to be relatively fixed. i.e., fit > o and
Pa < O. In this case, .

1/io=J-IPJI/Pg (13)
or

(14)

Then

or
(16)

For the torque relationship,

or

(17)

(18)

In the same way, expressions of 'I/~hl '1t., 1jZh. and l1~b
could be derived, but only 'IJ~b 01' 'lJtR can be determined in
a direct manner. As shown in the foregoing, one of these two
must be used to obtain a solution. This is the reason that
we define either r::b or t1:Q as the basic speed ratio RD·

When the carrier His relatively fixed, certain features of
3. differential are similar to those of conventional gearing.
Thus, formulasfrom(7. 8lor relevant handbook data
available for conventional gearing can be used to' calculate

h . h
1'/ab or 1'Iba'

The only remaining question is: when H is assumed
relatively fixed, which one of the two eHici.endes should be
used, i.e., is a or b the input?

Let
Sa ;.P'j,IP" = T" (No -Nh) I TaN. ;:;;1- NhIN"
s,=piIP/J"" TdNb -Nh) I TbNb ""I-NhINb

(19')
(20)

where 5 is the ratio of the power assuming the carrier H
relatively fixed to the actual power.

Usually the speed ratios Nf,IN" and NhIN" are known. If
the sign of either Fa or .P" is known, then by means of equa-
tions (19) or (20) the sign of P,; or PI: can be determined.
When P.i > Oor P6 < 0, then l1~b and equatlons (7..12)
should be used. When PI: > 0 or ~ < 0, 1/g" and equations
(13-18) should be used. Thus Pf will be obtained.

Efficiency of the Differential!
After Pf is available and if Pin or Pout is known .. thenthe

Nomenclature

K = ratio of CVU output power to input power of total
system

Ko= ratio of CVU output power to input power of total
system with friction assumed zero

N = rotational speed
P = power

pi,: = latent power of member a
Pf = Irictional power loss in differential

P"" = frictional power less in CVU
Pin = input power

po.ut = output power
r = angular speed ratio

rab = angular speed ratio, NalNb
~b = relative speed ratio (Na - Nh)!(Nb - Nil)

R = relative speed ratio of members 3 and 1 to member
2, (N3 - N2)/(N1 - N2)

l' 2' Gear Techno'iogy

Ro = basic speed ratio of a differential, ~b orrtg
S = ratio of power assuming H relatively fixed to actual

power
T = torque
V = speed ratio of CVU
Z = number 0.£ teeth on a gear
'TI'=efficiency

1'/~" = efficiency f:rom a to b, assuming H relatively fixed
'TId = efficiency of differential

110" = overall efficiency
'l/v = efficiency of CVU

Subscripts and Superscripts
a = member a of a differential
b = member boE a differential.
g = planet gear g ofa differential
h = carrier H of a. differential



Fig. 7- Power input coupling to a differential

,efficiency of the differenfial can be calculated by means of
equation (4). However, we should first determine which of
the three members (a, b, and H) is or are the input and
output.

The torque equilibrium requirement is valid whether fric-
tion is omitted or is taken into account (since the basic dif-
f.erential. has no torque reaction to ground) is:

T, + Tb + Th=O (21)

Using equation (21) in combine tion with equations (12) or
(l.8) allows two equations related to torques to be obtained,
so the relationship between any two torques can be
determined.

Power is the product of torque and angular velocity,
'PQ;;;;;; Tu"Na• Po = Tb"Nb• Ph;;;;;; Th .Nh (22)

Therefore, the relationship between each two powers can also
be calculated ..

If the sign. of one of the three powers is given, for exam-
ple, Pa < 0 (i.e., a is output), the direction of the other two
can be obtained through equation (22). If, for example, PI,
< 0 and Ph. > 0 (i.e., b is another output and H is input) the
differential efficiency is obtained from equation (4) as

Ph- IP/i
l'/d=

Ph
or

IPgl+ IPbl
'1d= --';.........-",:"",

Ph

However, it is not as simple as the case of planetary gear-
ing, which has only one degree of freedom, For example, if
b is fixedand a is output, then H must always be the input

independent of speed ratio, and vice versa.
Differential gearing has two degrees of freedom. Two of

the three members can be input and the other output. and
vice versa, so there are six different possible combinations.
Moreover, these relationships do not always remain Ithe same
throughout all the speed ratios needed. For example, if ~b

= -1.7 and PlJ < 0 (a is output) are given, then when
N/N" - -0.03 we find PtiPa - -59 ..6 and Pll/Pa =
57 ..5, Le., b is input and H is output (Fig. 6a). When N/N"
= 0.,05; however, we find PtiPa = 53.S and PhlPlJ ""

-55.9, i.e., b becomes output and H turns into input (Fig.
6b), Therefore, when powers are connected separately to the
three members (Fig, 6) ,care must be taken to determine
whether the power signs will change during the speed ratio
range being used. If they do change, it is difficult to arrange
the power connection of the differential Consequently, it is
impossible to get the general formulas available for all speed
ratios, For example, in his article "Power Flow and Loss in
Differential. Mechanisms", no] Macmillan has derived six

. I (f' -' c - f· I Althc gh~. ·t ful the cangenera e,r IClency ormwas. _ ou' qu].e use_ '._, ._ y _
only be valid for planetary gearing, not for a differential, since
they require one of the three members of an epicyclic gear-
ing to be absolutely fixed and not just relatively fixed. Con-
sequently, the gearing operates with only one degree of
freedom, and strictly speaking, two of the six formulas with
fixed carrier are equivalent to those ~forconventional gearing.

Split-Path Transmissions Efficiency
To generate formulas that are valid for all speed ratios,

it is necessary to couple two of the differential members
together rather than to connect power to each element
separately. It is most common to use the power input eoupl-
ed type of system (Fig. 7), A useful transmission for
automobiles and other mechanical applications is the input-
coupled scheme shown in Fig. 8, where the CVU is a con-
tinuously variable speed ratio unit, such asa variable V-belt
drive, a Perbury traction drive or some similar device. n 3. 6)

If we do not indude the possibility of regenerative brak-
ing, member 3 in Fig..S is always the output (PJ - pouJ and
Pi" is always the input. Depending on the system par.am.eters
and the speeds of the three d.ifferential elements, thereare
three possibilities: (a) PI > Oand Pz > 0., (Fi.g 831) (b) Pl. <
o and P2 > 0, producing what is known as positi.ve power
recirculation through the CVU (Fig 8b). and (c) 'P1> 0 and
Pz < 0, producing negative power recirculation (Figure Be).

In all three cases considered, the condition that power is

Fig. 8-An input-coupled split-path CVT showing the three power flow possibilities

(b) Ie).

P

P1>O P3=Pou,<O

10 )
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input at UP/n"and output as "Pour" remains unchanged, so
that the basic scheme of the transmission is the same. The
overall. speed ratio of the transmission is r, defined as r =
NoulNj" = NJ/Nt. The speed ratio of the CVU is V =
N2lN1• Let R be the relative speed ratio of .3 and 1 and 2,

r-V
1- V

then
V= (r-R) / (1- R) (23)

r;;;;;;R+(l-R)V (24)
If the efficiency of the CVU is '1v and the power pass Lng

thf'ough the CvU at the differential side is P" = P2, then
when P" < 10, the loss in the CVU is

IPf,·1 == IP,.I (l -I),.)

and when P2 > 0, it becomes
IPj,.1== IP, I(I - '1,.)111" (25b)

If the power loss through the diff·erential. is Pf, then the total
[ass is

(25a)

(26a)

or
PIOss/POUI =Pj/Poul +Pj,./Poul

The input power of the system is
Pin;;;;;; - (Paul +Pi; .. )

(26b)

(27a)
or

(27b)

1,4 Gear Technology

The overall efficiency of the system, which is more impor-
tant than that of either the differential or the CVU alone will
be

(28)

K is defined as the ratio of the input power 0·£ the CVU
to the input power of the system. A positive Pu means that
power passes from the CVU to the differential, and vice ver-
sa, so that

when .K=P,./P", (29a)
(29b)when K=P,./I),,/Prn

Example
To help clarify the foregoing, the following example is

given: t~e ~iffer,enti~ is chosen!o be a 2K. - H( -)ty~ as
shown 1m Flg. 3a WIth Zb= 153, Z, = 90, so th<1t ~b .

-ZIIZ" = -153/90 = -1.7,

1. The conditions given are: a is the ouput and H is the
CVUi i.e., a at 3, H at 2, and b at 1, Ro = rgb= -1.7,
and r = N31Nt = N,/N" = -0.13.

2. V = N21Nl = NhlNb, and from equation (23), V =
(-0.13+1.7)/(1+1.7)'= 0.581, and NhlN." = Vir =
-4 ..47.

3. Sa = p';IPa = 1 - NhIN .. - 5.47 > O. Since a is
output, i..e., Pa = Pout < 0, then ~ < 0, i.e., a is driven
when H is relatively fixed, Therefore, assuming 1)ia = 0.95
and using equations (13)-(18), we get TbIT~= 1.789 and
ThIT" = - 2.789.

4. Fromequations (21) and (22), the power relationships
are Pi/P; Cl -13.77, PhlPa = 12 ..48,. and PrlPa = 0.288 ..
Since Pa < 0, then Pb > 0 and Ph < O. Therefore, in ,the dif~
ferential b is the input, a and Har,e outputs.

5. Now usingequat:ion (4a), we get the efficiency of the
differential, 'lJd = - (P~+Pb)/Pb = 97.9 percent

6. If the efficiency of the CVU is assumed to be '1u ==
0.9, then From equation (25) we get IPft, l1'out 1 = IPh 1(1 -
'1],) I IPout 1 = 12.48 (1 - 0.9)= 1.248, and from equation
(26b) we obtain p/os'/Pout = 0.288 + 1.248 = 1.536.

7. The input power needed (equation (27b)) is Pir/Poul
= -(1+1.536) = -2.536. The overall efficiency of the
system can now be calculated as 'loa =- P0..1Pin' ....
-1/( -2.536) = 39.4 percent.

Fig. 9-Power flow diagram of the example

p. >0In

Pou1 <0



Ag. 10- Computer flow chart a1culati11g program for the input-coupled cvr

8.. The portion. of the input power passing through the
CVU is K= PulP';" = P'"IP"/(P';"IPout) = -4.92. The
minus sign means negative power recirculation ..

9. The power flow directions are shown in Fig. 9.

Types of Connection
An important and interesting feature should be pointed out:

there are six possible types of connection for the three basic
members of each differ'ential characterized by its basic speed
ratio. Six. different designs are available which enlarges the
potential usage. for example, for a 2K - H(-) type with Ro
= rUb -1.7, we have the following six
possibilities as listed in Table 1:

1. If a is output and H is CVU (i.e., a at 3, H at 2, b
at 1), then R. = r1:b .... -1.7 (as in the foregoing example).

2. If a is output and b is CVU (i.e., a at 3, Hat 1, bat
2), then R =":11 1 - ~b = 2.7

3.. If H is output and a is CVU, (i.e., H at 3, aat .2, b
at 1), then. R. = r1:b = lIrl:h = 11(1 - ,..ga), and ,.gil -= IIr!:b,
R = 0 ..630.

4. If H is output and b is CVU (i.e., Hat 3., a at 1, b
at 2). then R = ~hQ = lIr:h = 1I(1-~) = 0.37.

5. [f b is output and a is CVU (i.e., b at 3, a at 2. H at
1), then R = ,.gil = 1 -,.g., 1 - 1Ir!& - 1.59.

6. If b is output and His CVU (i.e., bat 3", ,a at 1, H
at 2)', then R = ,..gR = lIr:b .... -0.59'.

Furthermore, if over 'the range of usage the type of con-
nectioncan be changed, the design pessibillties will be in-
creased still further. Theoretically, 36 different designs are
possible. provided that all three basic members can. inter-
change positions. However. practical mechanisms for ac-
complishing this may be quite ,complicat'ed. [f only two, of
the three members are to interchange positions. there will be
nine combinations as listed in Table 1. and the mechanisms
for this will be much simpler(UJ . .For example, if band H can
interchange positions. over the range of usage, there will be
three combinations: l, U.and Ill. Ref,erring to Table 1; com-
bination .I means that a isuncha~ged 35 the system output,
but b and H interchange between the other two connections.
The other eight combinations are similarly defined in Table
1. Note further that tor any change in the basic speed ratio
(i.e., changes in numbers of gear teeth),another six types and
nine combinations can be obtained.

From the numerous possibilitiee, an optimum choice can
be made to s.atisfy particular requirements. The details have
been introduced in another article. (13)

Computer-.AJded Design.
To avoid arduous manual calculations, it is better to design
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Fig..II-Required speed ratio relationships of the input-coupled CVT with
Ro = -1.7, for the six ways of using the differentia]

a general computer program to solve the problem. Two pro-
blems have been developed, the first one for calculation and
the second for plotting curves. The flow chart of the
calculating program is given in Fig. 10. Subroutines PAl and
PAZare used to calculate torque and power relationships.
Subroutine EF is designed to determine efficiency.

The input data are: (1) the basic speed ratio Ro' which
represents the features of the differential gearing, (2) the range
of speed ratios of the system, i.e., the maximum and
minimum speed ratios, (3) the efficiency of the gearing with
H assumed relatively fixedand (4) theeffidency of the CVU.
Each basic speed ratio (i.e., each specific differential) can pro-
vide six different split path CVT designs, and useful curves
can be plotted for each.

For example, if the basic speed ratio R; = -1.70 and it
is a 2K - H( -} type, then the relationship between V =
N2/ Nl and r = N3/N1 is as given in Fig. 11. If 1J~b = lIg"
0.95 and lIv = 0.90, the overall efficiency characteristics are
as given in Fig. 12, and the fraction of power through the
CVU as given by Fig. 13. The labeling from 1 to 60f the
d:ifferent curves is the same as used earlier. With the friction
loss assumed to be zero, as is normally the case in other CVT
analysis articles, the fraction of power through the CVU is
given the symbol Ko' and the curves of Ko are shown in Fig.
14. A comparison of Figs. 13 and 14 shows that Ko is quite
different from K. Fig .. 12 also shows that the overall effici-
ency is often far from 100 percent. It is concluded, therefore,
that frictional losses must be included for realistic analysis.
From the data and curves obtained, and the CVT
characteristics needed, it may be possible to determine a better
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Fig. 12- Efficiencycharacteristics of the input-coupled cvr for the six ways
of using the differential (Ra ~ 1.7. lIu ~ 0.90,. 'I~b = 'It. = 0.95)

Fig. 13 - Fraction of power through the CVU (29) with friction losses taken
into account

design. For example, if N31Nl = O.S to 2.0 is used most of
the time, curve 4 may be attractive, because it provides a
higher efficiency and a smaller power through the CVU.
However, if the available range of V = N21 Nl is smaller,
it may be better to choose curve 6, because V varies only
from 0.69 to 1,66, although the efficiency in this case would
be lower.

Summary
Because of its compact structure, small size, capability of

high speed ratios, and the differential action itself, differen-
tial gearing has been often employed in modem machinery ..
However, in many design analyses, an important index,
mechanical efficiency, has been ignored. The assumption of

(continued on page 48)
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no friction loss certainly does not coincide with reality, and
in some cases the analytical results with this assumption will
lead to wrong conclusions. The method introduced in this
article for analyzing efficiency is simple, explicit, and ap-
plicable to all differentials with two degrees of freedom.
Although the example given was an input-coupled system,
the principles and formulas are equally applicable to output-
coupled systems.

It has been pointed out that a "basic speed ratio," given
the symbol R; in this article, should be defined in a specific
manner, so that it will express the significant characteristic
features of the differential and be most useful for analysis
and calculation.

The classification system of differential gearing used in this
article is different from conventional. systems such as that
given in the Gear Handbook. (14) This classification is con-
sidered advantageous in emphasizing the significant dif-
ferences of the various design possibilities.

The great number of design possibilities inherent in the use
of differennal gearing has been pointed out, especially if
designs are employed that allow the basic members to inter-
change positions over the range of operation. Computer-aided
design can be of significant help in developing an optimum
design from the numerous possibilities.A flow chart and sum-
mary of an applicable computer program have been
presented.
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